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Press release          January 2013 
 
KETTERER CONTINENTAL at the CMT Stuttgart 
 
Ketterer Spezialfahrzeuge AG presents its unique range of premium motor homes at the CMT in 
Stuttgart, hall 1 gallery, stand 1Z302 from 12 to 20 January 2013. On show will be the leading 
models from the KETTERER CONTINENTAL series: the KETTERER CONTINENTAL 11250 with an 
enlarged integrated garage accommodating a Smart, MINI or Audi A1, and the extraordinarily 
spacious KETTERER CONTINENTAL 12000. For its outstandingly creative designs, the company has 
been honoured already for the second consecutive time in 2012 by receiving the renowned 
“caravaning design award: innovations for new mobility” in cooperation with red dot projects. 
 
Touring in the spacious KETTERER premium trucks, you experience a “new art of travelling”. The 
KETTERER CONTINENTAL 11250 measures 11.25 meters in length and offers a luxuriously 
furnished separate living area. It can be extended via two KETTERER POP-OUTs set in a row. In 
addition, you can take a small car on board in order to be always mobile on site. The intelligent 
storage concept easily houses a Smart or – in a newly designed version – a Mini or Audi A1. 
 
Even more flexible options are offered by the KETTERER CONTINENTAL 12000. It lets you combine 
different KETTERER POP OUTs in various depths – for a living space tailored to individual 
requirements. Different constellations of full- and half-depth pop-outs are available, depending 
on preference: if one likes to travel in stages and therefore wants to be able to use the facilities 
anytime, or if one rather stays at one destination and appreciates a voluminous room concept on 
site. The truck can also accommodate a scooter or, alternatively, a MINI or Audis A1. 
 
Building on the extremely reliable technology of leading truck makers, the KETTERER 
CONTINENTAL series combines an extraordinarily spacious concept, masterly executed 
craftsmanship and relaxed driving pleasure as well as exemplary safety and optimal service – 
following the company motto “Enjoy your KETTERER truck, we look after the details”. 
 
Also at CMT: The golf promotion truck built by our affiliate company SCHULER Fahrzeugbau 
GmbH for HUGO BOSS AG, on show at the special exhibition “Golf & WellnessTravel” from 17 to 
20 January 2013. 
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